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educational committees. Its speciality is training social science
lecturers. It is controlled by the Commissariat of Education,
which, in collaboration with the Educational Publishing House
and a committee of professors from Moscow and Leningrad,
issues the textbooks for the academy. Textbooks in social
subjects are prepared by a socio-economics committee.
Students enter the academy at an average age of twenty-one
years. Three years' teaching is an essential qualification for
admission to the academy. An exception is made in the case of
those who have been working as directors of clubs or Pioneer
Bases, but those seeking admission on these qualifications must
be Party members, since the academy is a Party institute. The
entrance examination is compulsory for all applicants for ad-
mission. It is a written examination in Russian and mathematics,
and oral in the other subjects. Failure in one subject is sufficient
to keep a student out. The aim of the academy is to have a
worker intelligentsia with a very high standard of education.
The higher education institutions have rabfacs attached to
them where factory-workers are prepared for entrance to the
academy and other institutes. The qualifications for admission
to a rabfac have been raised, as the length of the school period
has been extended. It is now a seven years* attendance at
school.
The academy has thirty-nine post-graduates (in 1934), All
post-graduates must have completed at least a three years*
course at a higher education institution, and three years'
practical work before admission. Each one is attached to a
well-known professor. He has his individual plan of work, Ms
seminars, and his discussion groups to take. He uses specific
literature and is required to go to original sources. His course
must include the philosophy of Marxism and a study of Haix
and Lenin, Every post-graduate has to take an active part im
the work of his Chair or faculty. He must attend lectures on
education in other institutions. At the end of the course lie XHU&fc
publicly defend a thesis. If he comes through this siieeessfiilly te
receives the title of lecturer or reader and may t^fae Bp itiorik aft

